Correlation between heavy flavour production and multiplicity in string fusion approach
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Abstract. The multiplicity dependence of heavy flavour production in pp-collisions at LHC energies is studied in the framework of string fusion approach. We applied a Monte Carlo model [1, 2], with the string configurations simulating event-by-event. We assumed that the heavy flavour yield is proportional to the number of initial strings, whereas a total charged particle multiplicity is influenced by the string fusion process and can be obtained according to the standard string fusion prescriptions. We show that under this assumption the faster-than-linear growth of the open charm production, observed in experiment [3], can be related to the reduction of the total multiplicity due to string overlapping and fusion. The influence of this effect on forward-backward correlations involving heavy flavours is also discussed.

1 Introduction

The recent measurements on multiplicity dependence of the heavy quark production, performed by the ALICE Collaboration [3], demonstrated unexpected results. It was obtained that the D meson yield $N_D$, plotted as a function of charged multiplicity $N_{ch}$ in relative variables, shows faster-than-linear behaviour.

This data have been interpreted in EPOS 3 model [4] with the hydrodynamical stage of the evolution, and a simple string percolation model [5]. In both models, the growth of charmed yield faster than $N_{ch}$ is related to some physical process, which dumps multiplicity of bulk particles, but has almost no effect on c-c pair production.

We should note, that in the simple string percolation model [5] it is assumed that the string density is the same for every p-p collision and doesn’t fluctuate. In the present report, we performed the calculations in more realistic Monte Carlo model with string fusion [1, 2], where the string configurations are simulated event-by-event.

2 The model

The present model [1, 2] is based on the partonic picture of pp-scattering. The partons are distributed in transverse plane with Gauss distribution relative to the center of nucleon and arranged into dipoles.
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Interaction probability amplitude of two dipoles with transverse coordinates \((\mathbf{r}_1, \mathbf{r}_1')\) and \((\mathbf{r}_2, \mathbf{r}_2')\) is given by [6, 7]:

\[
f = \frac{\alpha_s^2}{8} \ln^2 \left( \frac{(r_1 - r_1')^2 (r_2 - r_2')^2}{(r_1 - r_2')^2 (r_2 - r_1')^2} \right).
\]

Note, that two dipoles interact more probably, if their ends are close to each other, and (others equal) if they are wide. The model also incorporates confinement effects.

The charged multiplicity is calculated in the approach of colour strings, taking into account their finite rapidity length and interactions due to non-zero transverse radius of string \(r_{\text{str}}\) — string fusion [8, 9]. Mean multiplicity of charged particles originated from \(k\) overlapping strings is modified as \(\langle \mu \rangle = \mu_0 \sqrt{k}\), where \(\mu_0\) is a mean charged multiplicity from one single string.

Parameters of the model are fixed from the pp, p-Pb and Pb-Pb data on the total inelastic cross section and charged multiplicity in wide energy range [10].

We note, that contrary to the total charged particle multiplicity, which is influenced by string fusion process, the heavy flavour yield is assumed to be proportional to the number of initial strings.

### 3 Results and discussion

The results of the calculation are shown in Figure 2.

The results demonstrate that reduction of total charged multiplicity due to string fusion gives faster-than-linear behaviour of relative charmed meson yield, observed in the experiment.

At largest multiplicities, however, another mechanism of charm enhancement may play an important role, which is related to Schwinger (or thermal-like) production of c-\(\bar{c}\) pairs [11]. We suppose that the effect may be more pronounced also in p-Pb collisions at LHC energy, where the string density is larger, and allowing to produce charm quarks by strings of high string tension.

These two mechanisms of the charm growth could be discriminated in the experiment by studying the long-range correlations of the relative D meson yield in one rapidity interval with the average \(p_t\) or relative strangeness in another window [12, 13]. The hard mechanism of the charm production
Figure 1. Average D-meson relative yield for $1 < p_T < 2$ GeV as a function of the relative charged multiplicity in pp collisions at $\sqrt{s} = 7$ TeV. Experimental data [3] compared to EPOS 3 [4] and string percolation model [5].

Interaction probability amplitude of two dipoles with transverse coordinates $(r_1, r'_1)$ and $(r_2, r'_2)$ is given by [6, 7]:

$$f = \alpha^2 S^8 \ln 2 \left( r_1 - r'_1 \right)^2 \left( r_2 - r'_2 \right)^2 \left( r_1 - r'_2 \right)^2 \left( r_2 - r'_1 \right)^2,$$

Note, that two dipoles interact more probably, if their ends are close to each other, and (others equal) if they are wide. The model also incorporates confinement effects.

The charged multiplicity is calculated in the approach of colour strings, taking into account their finite rapidity length and interactions due to non-zero transverse radius of string $r_{str}$ [8, 9]. Mean multiplicity of charged particles originated from $k$ overlapping strings is modified as $\langle \mu \rangle_k = \mu_0 \sqrt{k}$, where $\mu_0$ is a mean charged multiplicity from one single string.

Parameters of the model are fixed from the pp, p-Pb and Pb-Pb data on the total inelastic cross section and charged multiplicity in wide energy range [10].

We note, that contrary to the total charged particle multiplicity, which is influenced by string fusion process, the heavy flavour yield is assumed to be proportional to the number of initial strings.

3 Results and discussion

The results of the calculation are shown in Figure 2. The results demonstrate that reduction of total charged multiplicity due to string fusion gives faster-than-linear behaviour of relative charmed meson yield, observed in the experiment. At largest multiplicities, however, another mechanism of charm enhancement may play an important role, which is related to Schwinger (or thermal-like) production of $c-\bar{c}$ pairs [11]. We suppose that the effect may be more pronounced also in p-Pb collisions at LHC energy, where the string density is larger, and allowing to produce charm quarks by strings of high string tension.

These two mechanisms of the charm growth could be discriminated in the experiment by studying the long-range correlations of the relative D meson yield in one rapidity interval with the average $p_T$ or relative strangeness in another window [12, 13]. The hard mechanism of the charm production will contribute to the negative correlation, and the one related to the string tension increase will give positive correlation.
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